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2 Categories

This is a vocabulary exercise. Put the words in the box under the correct category heading.

Liquor/Beverage Fruits Places
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3 Word Square

This is a reading exercise. How many places from the vocabulary list in the previous unit can you
find in the word square below? You can look horizontally, vertically and diagonally to find them.
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5 Pair Work: Buying things ...

Do this exercise in pairs. In this exercise we practise asking about availability of things in a shop,
and if they are available, we also practise asking for them.

If you take the shopkeeper’s role, cover the right Column, listen carefully what your partner says,
and respond. Things that you have in your shop are listed below.

If you take the customer’s role, cover the left Column, and ask your partner if he/she has the things
that you need, one by one. If your partner says yes, then ask for it. Things that you need are in the
frame below.

EXAMPLES

1.

Customer: 
��� ó̈Ì#Tx§? Do you have coffee?

Shopkeeper: 63, ó̈Ì#Tx§. Yes, we do.

Customer: 
��� �̈;Vx§. Can I have coffee?

Shopkeeper: 63, #U�� ó̈Ì#Tx§. Yes, here you are.

Customer: q�¥ëTB������. Thanks.

2.
Customer: }¦s¦�̈ ó̈Ì#Tx§? Do you have wine?

Shopkeeper: ��q́P®"�����. }¦s¦�̈pÙ� 2�×#Tx§. I’m sorry, we don’t.

Things to sell ...
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Things to buy ...
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6 Pure Korean Numbers (1)

Match up the following Arabic numbers on the left with pure Korean numbers (ie pronunciations) on
the right. Then cover the right column, and read aloud the numbers.

1 • • a�Ã
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7 Pure Korean Numbers (2)

All but one of the Pure Korean numbers in the following box can be found in the number table
below. Which one is it?

Z�8>U��� <�º>U�́�� �́�� [<C-esDc��� s�c_��

<�º>U��� sDcº>U�́�� Z�8>U n�º>Un�#o sDc���

n�a.Un�#o s�c%-e n�º>UsDc��� sDcº>Un�_� s�c���

s�c n�º>Un�º�� [<C-en�_� sDcº>U��� <�º>Un�#o

_�� Z�8>U�́�� n�$>Un�#o sDcº>U Z�8>UsDc���

<�º>Un�_� n�$>UsDc��� s�cn�_� n�º>U�́�� s�cn�º��

<�º>U n�º�� Z�8>Un�_� <�º>UsDc��� [<C-en�#o

%-e ��_� ��� s�c�́�� Z�8>Un�#o

26 27 28 3 30 31 87 88 9 1

10 19 2 11 98 97 13 14 68 7

70 71 38 24 40 41 74 76 99 12

91 16 34 36 37 44 46 47 48 5
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